College Admission Essay Format

Most universities will allow you to write in any format or style you choose. However, the general format of "Intro-Body-Conclusion" is the most common path for success. Ultimately, your goal is to use whatever structure best fits your style of presentation.

Introduction

Your first paragraph should usually be dedicated to introducing yourself or the matter you are going to discuss. To grab the admission boards' attention, your opener should be truly a killer. Usage of tools such as a rhetorical question, factual statement, and so on is welcomed in admission essays as well.

However, it is always important to keep in your head that the essay is about you. Establish a connection between you and the reader and give them a base to understand the information you are going to provide in the body.

Body

This is where you uncover your topic. You need to relate the subject of discussion to your personal experience and your identity. Show why the subject at hand is important to you and what you have to say about it. Do not forget to include the following things from your life:

- Your challenges
- Your successes
- Lessons learned
- Your beliefs
- Your goals

Fill the body of the text with these aspects of your life. Make sure it has a direct relation to the subject to avoid writing an autobiography. Make sure that information that you are providing can be supported by your transcripts or high school progress.

Conclusion

The conclusion can be thought of as an open statement to the admission board. In this section, your aim is to demonstrate why you should be eligible to study at the University of your choice. You can do it in an inconspicuous manner, or you can be straightforward. That will base on the flexibility of institution’s instructions.